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ABSTRACT

The UVAR reactor was successfully converted to LEU fuel
in April 1994. Void coefficient measurements were made on the 4-
by-4 fully-graphite-reflected LEU-1 core configuration, and an
isothermal temperature coefficient measurement was made on the
operational 4-by-5 partially-graphite-reflected LEU-2 core
configuration. Both of these experiments have now been modeled
in their critical configurations using the 3DBUM code. The LEU
cores were also modeled using the Monte Carlo code MCNP in
order to obtain a neutron/gamma source for BNCT filter design
calculations. Advanced BNCT filters have been evaluated using
both MCNP and the discrete ordinates code DORT. The results
indicate that the UVAR would be an ideal source for the BNCT
treatment of brain tumors.

DESCRIPTION OF THE UVAR FACILITY

T'he UVAR is a 2 MWT pool-type research reactor. It is made up of plate-type MTR
fuel elements mounted on an 8-by-8 grid plate that is suspended from a movable bridge above a
large, open pool of water. The reactor can be moved to either end of the pool while the other
pool half is drained for maintenance purposes. However, the core can only be operated at full
power when it is mounted at the South end of the pool, directly above a coolant funnel that
provides forced down-flow circulation. This position is shown in Figure 1, which also shows the
location of the experimental beam ports.

The original UVAR design was done by J.L. Meem [11 et al., circa 1960. The Technical
Specifications (TS) require maintenance of a minimum shut-down margin of 0.4% Ak/k, not
counting the regulating rod, with the largest worth shim rod fully withdrawn. The TS permit a
ma.rimum excess reactivity of % Ak/k. Any core arrangement that will fit on the grid plate and
that meets these TS can be used, providing that the control rods are experimentally recalibrated
each time a new core arrangement, not previously tried, is assembled. The UVAR has been
operated for more than thirty years using experimental techniques to determine TS compliance.
During this time, arrangements having anywhere from 16 to 27 fuel elements have been
operated. Some cores have been entirely water reflected, and others graphite reflected, while
most cores have had water on some sides and graphite on the others.
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Figure 1. Sketch of UVAR Pool Showing 8-by-8 Grid Plate

LEU DESIGN STUDIES

The 2D LEU design studies were performed on ideal, fully-graphite-reflected cores
having 4-by-4, 4-by-5 and 5-by-5 fuel elements. The results have been reported in References 2-
5. Although the original HEU fuel used 18 plates/element, it was decided to upgrade the LEU
design to use 22 plates/element, which should produce an approximately 50% longer core life
for a 20% increase in uranium loading. We furthermore concluded that we should try to keep a
fixed 4-by-5 core array and not allow the core to become as large as has been used in the past.

LEU-1 CORE

The 4-by-4 LEU-1 core went critical on April 20, 1994. The final core configuration is
shown in Figure 2 and contains two partial fuel elements.
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Figure 2 LEU-1 Core Loading Diagram

LEU-1 VOID COEFFICIENTS

A series of 2D void coefficient calculations were made previously using the
LEOPARD/2DBUM codes for 4-by-5 unrodded, fully-graphite-reflected UVAR core models[4].
The calculations considered the case of uniformly distributed voids as a function of the
percentage of the moderator in the core that was voided. The reactivity effect is nominally
proportional to the amount of voiding, with a spectral shift superimposed as the net voiding
becomes significant. A few local center-core calculations were also made which showed the flux-
importance effect of voiding. The results are reproduced in Figure 3 For LEU fuel, the void
coefficient was predicted to lie in the range of 0.2 to 0.6% Ak/k per void.

Void coefficient measurements were made for the LEU-1 core by inserting plastic swords
in the eighth fuel channel from the east side of the core in the following fuel elements: Element
VS-007 in grid position 43, Element VS-008 in grid position 44, and Element VS-010 in grid
position 53 (See Figure 2 Two types of swords were used, one that could be flooded and one
that was voided. he sword design is shown in Figure 4 The voided volume of the swords was
measured under pressure by displacement methods. The total core water volume with and
without rod channels and the water volume within one fuel element was calculated.

A 3D model of the LEU-1 was made using the LEOPARD/3DBUM codes. The control
rods were explicitly represented at their critical depths using effective cross sections, calculated as
described in Reference 6 he voided regions were treated as being homogeneous, and the
modified cross sections were obtained using LEOPARD. The voided sword regions were placed
in approximately the correct positions in the 3DBUM model in order to capture the spatial flux
effects including control rod shielding.



The results of the measurements are given in Table 1, which is taken from Reference 7.
The experimental results lie on the lower edge of the earlier predictions and verify that the void
coefficient for LEU-1 is indeed negative and of the correct order of magnitude. The results of
the 3DBUM calculations are also given in Table 1. The new calculations are consistent with the
earlier local void calculations shown in Figure 3 and are also consistent with the expectation that
the central void worth should be larger than the edge void worth, which should in turn be larger
than the corner void worth.

The reason for the discrepancy between experiment and calculation is not readily
apparent, but the experimental data appear to be internally inconsistent in both ordering and
magnitude, especially since the data were taken in the order shown. Possible experimental
factors are entrainment of extra bubbles in the flooded swords, or unexpected dimpling of the
coverings in the voided swords. In any event, the experimental values were each obtained by the
subtraction of two reactivity (CR position) measurements, which enhances the experimental
uncertainty of the results. We believe that the experimental results are probably low by at least a
factor of two, which is our estimate of the experimental uncertainty in the measurements.

Table 1. Measured and Calculated Void Coefficients for LEU-1

Element Location Experimental Worth, Calculated Worth
%Ak/k per Void %Ak/k per Void

VS-008 Central -0.190 -0.78

VS-007 Edge -0.125 -0.54

VS-010 Corner -0.181 -0.39

LEU-2 CORE

The LEU-2 Core configuration contains all of the normally used experimental facilities
that were available in the HEU configuration. As shown in Figure 5, these facilities include a
Mineral Irradiation Facility (MIF), placed on the North (pool) face of the core directly adjacent
to fuel, used for color enhancement of Topaz. We have plans to eventually mount a submersed
Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) epithermal neutron filter and small animal irradiation
chamber on the MIF supports; this will be used to verify the design of a proposed BNCT facility
that will penetrate the South pool wall. The East face of the core is available for the Canister
Irradiation Facility (CIF), used for activating Iridium seeds for brachytherapy and oil-well
logging. The South face is used for irradiating steel samples in boron-filtered hot thimbles (HT)
to assess radiation damage. The Southwest face contains a graphite nosepiece used to thermalize
neutrons and extract them through a beam tube for Neutron Radiography. The Southeast face is
currently used as a beam tube for boron assay of boral plates.
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Figure 3 Uniform and Local Void Coefficients for 4-by-5 UVAR Cores.
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MINERAL IRRADIATION FACILITY
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Figure 5. LEU-2 Core Loading Diagram

LEU-2 ISOTHERMAL TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

For the LEU-2 core, the isothermal temperature coefficient was determined at low power
by doing a pool-cooldown experiment. The reactor was operated all day at full power on May
13, 1994, and the pool temperature was 97.9 OF when the reactor was shut down. The cooling
systems were secured and the reactor remained shut down for three days to allow Xenon to
decay. he reactor was taken critical at low power on May 16, 1994. The pool temperature then
was 86.9 F and the AT was 0.0 'F. The secondary cooling system was energized and the pool
was allowed to cool down. The power level was maintained by adjusting Rod 2. The pool was
cooled for 1.5 hours. The core outlet temperature changed by 11-24 F. Rod 2 moved from
14.39 inches at the beginning of the test to a final position of 14.16 inches. The reactivity
associated with this change was obtained from the rod worth curves and determined to be 0.05 %
Ak/k. Rod 2 was then moved back to it's original position of 14.39 and doubling times were
taken to deter-mine the reactivity associated with the rod movement as a check against the rod
curves. The reactivity associated with the doubling times was 0039 Ak/k, and the temperature
change during this measurement was 918 'F. An average of these measurements yielded a value
for the moderator temperature coefficient.



The LEU-2 core configuration shown in Figure was also modeled using the
LEOPARD/3DBUM codes. The control rods were placed at their critical positions and the
graphite and water reflectors were explicitly modeled. Temperature-modified cross sections were
obtained from LEOPARD for a temperature rise consistent with the experiment.

The experimental and calculated LEU-2 results are compared in Table 2 along with
some previous calculations. It is seen that the new results are in agreement to within about 30%,
which is consistent with our estimated experimental uncertainty. This represents the best
agreement yet obtained for UVAR temperature coefficients.

Table 2 Isothermal Temperature Coefficients

Case Moderator Coefficient
,Ak/k/AT('C) x10')

LEU-2 (Experiment) -0.78 ± 30%

LEU-2 (3DBUM) -1.15

old HEU (2DBUM) -1.9
4-by-4

old LEU (2DBUM) -1.7
4-by-4

CRITICALITYCOMPARISONS

The 3DBUM models of the LEU-1 and LEU-2 cores used 2 group cross sections
obtained from LEOPARD. Some of the structural details at the top and the bottom of the core
were not modeled with great care, although the rest of the model was quite faithful. A
completely independent calculation of both cores was done in Reference using the continuous
energy Monte Carlo code MCNP in conjunction with BNCT filter design studies.

These computational results are shown in Table 3 where they are found to be in
excellent agreement with one another and with experiment. Te discrepancies in k can be
accounted for by a slight control rod movement. We conclude that the UVAR models used to
evaluate void coefficients and temperature coefficients are indeed valid, and that meaningful
source distributions for input to BNCT filter design studies have been obtained.



Table 3 UVAR Criticality Comparisons

Core 3DBUM MCNP

LEU-1 1.00167 1.003 ± 0004

LEU-2 0.99412 1.012 ± 0002

BNCT FILTER DESIGN

In addition to yielding precise UVAR criticality values and core operating parameters,
the detailed core models also provide the energy and angular distributions of neutrons leaking
from the core. This leakage information is essential for the analysis and design of an epithermal
(0.4eV < E. < 10keV) neutron beam to be used for Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT)
[9]. BNCT is a two stage treatment modality for malignant brain tumors, i.e. gioblastoma
multiforme (and possibly breast cancers and melanomas). In the first stage, a tumor seeking
agent tagged with `B is injected into the patient's bloodstream. Once the agent has
concentrated the `B in the malignancy, the head is irradiated with collimated epithermal
neutrons. The epithermal neutrons thermalize upon entering the head and subsequently cause
the `B(na)'Li reaction to occur, depositing a lethal dose to the tumor cells.

Successful BNCT modality depends on the availability of an epithermal neutron beam of
high intensity (- 10' n/cm's), with low thermal and fast neutron and gamma photon
contamination. A preliminary filter design has been modeled to demonstrate the feasibility of
BNCT at the UVAR and is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Schematic of Preliminary BNCT Beam Design



'ne strategy of this design is to maidmize the neutron fluence from the core and then to
filter and collimate the necessary energy spectrum and angular distribution of neutrons. The
materials were chosen based upon mechanical and nuclear characteristics in order to provide an
economic design with good nuclear properties. The AAlF3 alloy is particularly efficient at
scattering the fast neutrons out of the beam [101, whereas the bismuth effectively attenuates the
gamma photons. The filtering effect of the materials can be seen in Figure 7 which presents the
neutron energy spectra at both ends of the device.
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Independent Monte Carlo and 2D discrete ordinates calculations using MCNP and
DORT, respectively, have been performed to assess the quality of the resulting beam. DORT
provides solutions over the entire model space with good energy resolution and is useful for
studies of model parameters. MCNP, on the other hand, gives accurate solutions at specific
locations under conditions of complex geometry, and thus is useful for detailed analysis of model
performance. The two methods are used in a complementary manner for efficient optimization
of the irradiator. A plot of the calculated three group fluxes versus axial beam position along the
beam centerline is shown in Figure .
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Figure 8. Three Group Axial Flux Profile Along Beam Centerline



The overall design performance can be assessed by calculating various figures of merit
which are based on the epithermal neutron fluence and the KERMA values for the fast neutrons
and gamma photons. Te relevant figures of merit for the preliminary model are shown in Table
4 and suggest that the UVAR has the potential for producing an outstanding epithermal neutron
beam. Further refinements to the beam filter-collimator will be performed to establish an
optimum configuration Design optimization possibilities will continue to be explored with both
deterministic and stochastic methods, and with ORNL's hybrid code, MASH. The treatment
planning for various tumor geometries will be analyzed with the treatment planning software
brict-RTPE and bnct-RTT. In order to prove this concept, we plan to perform experiments with
a small animal irradiation neutron tube (SAINT), which will be submerged in the UVAR pool

191.

Table 4 Calculated Figures of Merit for UVAR Preliminary BNCT Beam Design

Epithermal Flux Fast Neutron Gamma Radiation Current to Flux
(n/cm2-s) KERNIIA KERMA Ratio at

(cGy-cm'/nPi) (cGy-cm'/ne Beam Exit

4.468x10' l.97x10-` 1.85x10-` 0.73

CONCLUSIONS

The UVAR has been operating very satisfactorily with its new LEU fuel. There is still
uncertainty in the void coefficient values for the UVAR, but they are probably bracketed
between our measurements and calculations. The temperature coefficient is now considered to
be accurately known. Finally, the UVAR appears to be well-suited for BNCT.
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